Escalator Clings - Level 1 to Level 3 – SOLD!

• 3 opportunities
  • UP – the right side
  • MIDDLE – middle
  • DOWN – left side

• Sponsorship consists of 20 clings (76” wide by 23” high) spaced on the inside of the escalator, 10 on each side.

• Location: escalators carry attendees from Level 1 Registration Lobby (and area of exhibit entrance) to Level 3 scientific sessions

• Cost = $5,500 for each opportunity

• https://assets.simpleviewinc.com/simpleview/image/upload/v1/clients/hawaii/3D_HCC_Level_1_fe8dfe5e-9353-480a-b76f-30ba5b84fca5.jpg
Location of Level 1 to Level 3 Escalator Clings
Escalator Clings – Level 3 to Level 4–

• 2 opportunities
  • UP – the right side – **SOLD!**
  • DOWN – left side

• Sponsorship consists of 10 clings (76” wide by 23” high) spaced on the inside of the escalator, 5 on each side.

• Location: escalators carry attendees from Level 3 scientific sessions to Level 4 additional sessions and Opening Night Networking Event

• Cost = $3,500 for each opportunity

• [https://assets.simpleviewinc.com/simpleview/image/upload/v1/clients/hawaii/3D_HCC_Level_3_48dd03b1-ecaf-45ae-8733-83e6af4f20f8.jpg](https://assets.simpleviewinc.com/simpleview/image/upload/v1/clients/hawaii/3D_HCC_Level_3_48dd03b1-ecaf-45ae-8733-83e6af4f20f8.jpg)
Location of Escalator Clings – Level 3 to 4